Abstract-Heterogeneous systems have a very high potential performance but present difficulties in their programming. OmpSs is a well known framework for task based parallel applications, which is an interesting tool to simplify the programming of these systems. However, it does not support the co-execution of a single OpenCL kernel instance on several compute devices. To overcome this limitation, this paper presents an extension of the OmpSs framework that solves two main objectives: the automatic division of datasets among several devices and the management of their memory address spaces. To adapt to different kinds of applications, the data division can be performed by the novel HGuided load balancing algorithm or by the well known Static and Dynamic. All this is accomplished with negligible impact on the programming. Experimental results reveal that there is always one load balancing algorithm that improves the performance and energy consumption of the system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The scene of high performance computing (HPC) is becoming more and more dependant on compute accelerators. This is not only due to their high performance but also their outstanding energy efficiency. Interestingly, the success of these devices comes in spite of the fact that it is difficult to develop efficient software for machines that integrate them.
Programming heterogeneous systems, that integrate compute accelerators like GPUs, can be accomplished through several frameworks like CUDA and OpenCL. However, instead of presenting the programmer with a convenient abstraction, both regard the system as a collection of independent devices. This allows accessing the computing power of the devices, but there is not an effortless way to squeeze all the power out of the heterogeneous system, as each device must be handled independently.
The OmpSs programming model presents a change of paradigm in many ways. It provides support for task parallelism due to its benefits in terms of performance, crossplatform flexibility and reduction of data motion [1] . The programmer divides the code in interrelating tasks and OmpSs essentially orchestrates their parallel execution maintaining their control and data dependences. To that end, OmpSs uses the information supplied by the programmer, via code annotations with pragmas, to determine at run-time, which parts of the code can be run in parallel. It enhances OpenMP with support for irregular and asynchronous parallelism, as well as support for heterogeneous architectures. OmpSs is able to run applications on symmetric multiprocessor (SMP) systems with GPUs, through OpenCL and CUDA APIs [2] .
However, OmpSs did not support co-execution of kernels, that is to automatically run a single kernel instance on all the available devices in a heterogeneous system. Doing so would require extra effort from the programmer, who would have to decompose the kernel in smaller tasks so that OmpSs could send them to the devices. However, there would be no guarantee that the resources would be efficiently used and the load properly balanced. The programmer would also be left alone in terms of dividing and combining the data. This would lead to longer code, which would be harder to maintain.
As a solution to the above problems this article presents an OmpSs extension which enables the efficient co-execution of massively data-parallel OpenCL kernels in heterogeneous systems. By automatically using all the available resources, regardless of their number and characteristics, it presents an easy way to perform kernel co-execution and extracting the maximum performance of these systems. The extension takes care of load balancing, input data partitioning and output data composition. To suit the different behaviour of applications, the extension presents the programmer with three different load balancing algorithms. This behaviour may be regular, when every work unit represents the same running time, or irregular, if different work units have different running times.
The experimental results presented here indicate that, for all the used benchmarks, the utilisation of the whole heterogeneous system has a positive impact on performance. In fact, the results show that it is possible to reach an efficiency of the heterogeneous system over 0.85, if the right algorithm is chosen. Furthermore, the results also show that, although the systems exhibit higher power demand, the shorter execution time grants a notable reduction in the energy consumption. Indeed, the average energy efficiency improvement observed is 2.62×.
The main contributions of this article are the following:
to be co-executed by all the devices of a heterogeneous system.
• The implementation of a set of load balancing algorithms that adapt to the needs of the different applications.
• Presenting an exhaustive experimental study that corroborates that using the whole system is beneficial in terms of energy consumption as well as performance. The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section II presents background concepts key to the understanding of the paper. Next, Section III describes the details of the load balancing algorithms. Followed by Section IV, that covers the implementation of the OmpSs extension. Section V presents the experimental methodology and discusses its results. Finally, Section VII offers some conclusions and future work.
II. BACKGROUND
This section explains the main concepts of the OmpSs programming model that will be used throughout the remainder of the article.
OmpSs is a programming model based on OpenMP and StarSs. Which has been extended in order to allow the inclusion of CUDA and OpenCL kernels in Fortran and C/C++ applications as a simple solution to execute on heterogeneous systems [1] , [2] . It supports the creation of data-flow driven parallel programs that, through the asynchronous parallel execution of tasks, can take advantage of the computing resources of a heterogeneous machine. The programmer declares the tasks through compiler directives (pragma) in the source code of the application. These are used at runtime to determine when the tasks may be executed in parallel.
OmpSs is built on top of two tools:
• Mercurium is a source-to-source compiler that processes the high-level directives, and transforms the input code into a parallel application [3] . In this manner, the programmer is spared of low level details like the thread creation, synchronization and communication, as well as the offloading of kernels in a heterogeneous system. • Nanos++ is a run-time library that provides the necessary services for the execution of the parallel program [4] . Among others, these include task creation and synchronization, but also data marshaling and device management. In the pragma annotations, the programmer specifies the data dependences between the tasks. Then, when the execution of the parallel program commences, a thread pool is created. Of these, only the master thread is active, and uses the services of the run-time library to generate tasks, identified by work descriptors, and adding them to a dependence graph. The master thread then schedules the execution of the tasks to the threads in the pool as soon as their input dependences are satisfied.
In terms of heterogeneous systems, OmpSs provides a target directive that indicates a set of devices in which a given task can run. In addition to a task, the target directive can be applied to a function definition. OmpSs also offers the ndrange clause that, together with the data-directionality clauses in and out, guides the data transfer between the devices and the host CPU, so the programmer perceives a single unified address space.
However, OmpSs does not support the execution of a single kernel instance in several devices. The extension proposed in this article modifies the Nanos++ runtime system so that it can automatically divide a kernel into sub-kernels and manage the different memory address spaces. In order to make the coexecution efficient, three load balancing algorithms have been implemented to suit the behaviour of different applications.
III. LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHMS
The behaviour of the three algorithms (Static, Dynamic and HGuided) is illustrated in Figure 1 . It shows the ideal case in which in the execution of a regular application all devices finish simultaneously, thus achieving perfect load balance.
A. Static algorithm
This algorithm works before the kernel starts its execution by dividing the dataset in as many packages as devices are in the system. The division relies on knowing the computing power of the devices in advance. Then the execution time of each device can be equalised by proportionally dividing the dataset among the devices. As a consequence, there is no idle time in any device, which would signify a waste of resources. The idea of assigning a single package to each device is depicted in Figure 1 .
A formal description of the algorithm can be made considering a heterogeneous system with n devices. Each device i has computational power P i , which is defined as the amount of work that a device can complete per time unit, including the communication overhead. This value depends on the architecture of the device, but also on the application that is being run. These powers are input parameters of the algorithm and can be extracted by a simple profiled execution.
The application will execute a kernel over W work-items, grouped in G work-groups of fixed size L s = W G . Since the work-groups do not communicate among themselves, it makes sense to distribute the workload taking the work-group as the atomic unit. Each device i will have an execution time of T i . Then the execution time of the heterogeneous system will be that of the last device to finish its work, or
Also, since the whole system is capable of executing W workitems in T H , it follows that its total computational power of the heterogeneous system is P H = W TH . Note that it also can be computed as the sum of the individual powers of the devices.
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This set of equations can be generalised and solved as follows:
Since α i is the number of work-groups, its value must be an integer. For this reason, the expression used by the algorithm is:
If there is not an exact solution with integers then n i=1 α i < G. In this case, the remaining work-groups are assigned to the most powerful device.
The advantage of the Static algorithm is that it minimises the number of synchronisation points. This makes it perform well when facing regular loads with known computing powers that are stable throughout the dataset. However, it is not adaptable, so its performance might not be as good with irregular loads.
B. Dynamic algorithm
Some applications do not present a constant load during their executions. To adapt to their irregularities, the dynamic algorithm divides the dataset into small packages of equal size. The number of packages is well above the number of devices in the heterogeneous system. During the execution of the kernel, a master thread in the host is in charge of assigning packages to the different devices, following the next strategy:
1) The master splits the G work-groups in packages, each with the package size specified by the user. This number must be a multiple of the work-group size. If the number of work-items is not divisible by the package size, the last package will be smaller 2) The master launches one package on each device, including the host itself if it is desired. This behaviour is illustrated in Figure 1 . The dataset is divided in small, fixed size packages and the devices process them achieving equal execution time. As a consequence, this algorithm adapts to the irregular behaviour of some applications. However, each completed package represents a synchronisation point between the device and the host, where data is exchanged and a new package is launched. This overhead has a noticeable impact on performance. The Dynamic algorithm takes the size of the packages as a parameter.
C. HGuided algorithm
The two above algorithms are well known approaches to the problem of load balancing in general. But none satisfy three key aspects. First, take into account the heterogeneity of the system. Second, control the overhead of the synchronisation. And third, give reasonable performance with applications of different behaviours. Thus a new load balancing algorithm proposal called HGuided is proposed, which is based on the Guided method from OpenMP.
In this algorithm, the packet size is dependent on the computing power of the assigned device. Which allows taking full advantage of fast devices with large packets while assigning smaller packets to slower devices. This, also reduces the number of synchronization points and the corresponding overhead, compared to the Dynamic. As in the Guided algorithm, the size of the packets is reduced as the execution progresses, thus reaching a small package granularity towards the end of the execution to allow all devices to finish simultaneousy.
The package size for device i is calculated as follows:
Where G r is the number of pending work-groups and is updated with every package launch. Like the Static algorithm, the HGuided takes the computing powers of the devices as parameters. It also requires a minimum package size, which is a lower bound for the packet size H . Due to the unpredictable behaviour of the irregular applications, the constant k is introduced to limit the maximum package size, taking a value of 2 in the experimental evaluation of Section V. Once the size of the packages is defined, they are assigned to the devices much like in the Dynamic. Figure 1 shows how the size of the packages is large at the beginning of the execution, and decreases towards the end.
IV. IMPLEMENTATION
As stated before, the OmpSs infrastructure relies on the combination of two components: Mercurium, which is a source-to-source compiler, and Nanos++, which is a runtime capable of managing tasks, their data and the Task Dependence Graph (TDG) their dependences generate. As a first approach, the new load balancing algorithms have been implemented focusing on making the changes as self-contained as possible and minimizing the impacts on the OmpSs specification, Mercurium and the rest of Nanos++. As a result, neither directives nor clauses have been added to Mercurium. Nanos++ implements a set of different schedulers that deal with the management of the tasks submitted to the runtime. To offer the work distribution strategies for a single OpenCL task presented in the previous section, a new scheduler has been implemented as a Nanos++ plugin. The parameters of the algorithms are the following:
• The device computing powers for Static and HGuided.
• The package size for Dynamic.
• The minimum package size for HGuided. To avoid altering the OmpSs specification, the algorithm used and its parameters are selected through environment variables, which is the normal way to specify the scheduler in Nanos++. Figure 2 represents the outline of an OmpSs implementation of the Binomial benchmark used later in the experimentation. It shows how a call to a function defined as a task is followed by a wait. The header of that function, which is shown in Figure 3 , indicates that the task must be run in an OpenCL device, as well as its launch parameters, input and output data. Figure 4 shows the environment variables that need to be set to run the task with each of the three algorithms presented in Section III.
Despite the efforts made to minimize the impact on Mercurium, a minor change was unavoidable. The original implementation did not make OpenCL kernel configuration parameters available to Nanos++. This information is necessary for the operation of the plugin, as it defines the amount of work that will be performed. Nanos++ work descriptors do not hold this information either. Consequently, a new Mercurium work descriptor creation function has been implemented, which behaves like the original but including these parameters. When a work descriptor is submitted, the new scheduler manages its division in as many work descriptors as the selected algorithm and parameters require. These work descriptors are considered as children of the one submitted, and represent an aggregate workload equivalent to that of their parent. For the Static and Dynamic algorithms, in which the number and size of the packages are known when the launch of the workload is made, all the work descriptors are created at the submission of their parent. They are stored in the scheduler and adequately returned when a thread is idle, receptive to another task. In the case of the HGuided algorithm, the packages have varying sizes that depend on the prior execution and the device that will run them. As a consequence, the children work descriptors will be created when required by an idle thread, considering the device it manages.
Each of the children work descriptors is identical to its parent except for two key differences. First, it has different OpenCL parameters, namely global work size and offset, defining the workload of the package it represents. Second, its output data is just a portion of that of its parent, which is conveniently offset so the results are written adequately. This is represented by an independent CopyData object, holding the start address and size that the package will have to work on. As a result, coherence problems are avoided in the OmpSs directory. Apart from the aforementioned details, data transfer relies on the methods used by standard OmpSs. To perform the correspondence between work descriptors and output data, an assumption is made: each OpenCL work-item will produce the result for the position of the output buffers indexed by its identifier. This may seem a strong requirement, but it is met by most kernels widely used in the industry and research.
The creation of the children work descriptors is performed by a modified version of the duplicateWD function that does this extra work. This function is also responsible for mak- ing the OpenCL parameters of the divided work descriptors available to the Mercurium code, which will trigger the actual kernel launches.
Once the submission of the original work descriptor is completed, the done function is called. This is a Nanos++ function that is used to signal the completion of a work descriptor. It also waits for the completion of the children of the calling work descriptor. In this way, no task dependent on the divided one will be run until all the children resulting from the work distribution are completed, so the dependencies of the task graph are maintained.
V. EVALUATION
This Section begins with a description of the system and the benchmarks used in the experiments, as well as definitions of the metrics used in the evaluation. Additionally experimental results are showed and analysed.
A. System Set-up
The test machine has two processor chips and two GPUs. The chips are Intel Xeon E5-2620, with six cores that can run two threads each at 2.0 GHz. They are connected via QPI, which allows OpenCL to detect them as a single device. Thus, any reference to the CPU considers both processors. The GPUs are NVIDIA Kepler K20m with 13 SIMD lanes and 2496 cores. The experiments build upon a baseline system which uses a single GPU but consider the static energy of all the devices, regardless of if they are contributing work or not.
Six applications have been chosen for the experimentation. Three of them: NBody, Krist and Perlin are part of the OmpSs examples offered by BSC, and the other three: Binomial, Sparse Matrix and Vector product (SpMV) and Rap have been specifically adapted to OmpSs from existing OpenCL applications. The first four applications (NBody, Krist, Binomial and Perlin) are regular, meaning that all the work-groups represent a similar amount of work. On the contrary, SpMV and Rap are irregular, which implies that each work-group represents a different amount of work. The parameters associated to each of the load balancing algorithms have been set to maximise performance.The computing power for a device/application pair has been obtained as the relative performance of the device, with respect to that of the fastest device for the application.
Perlin implements an algorithm that generates noise pixels to improve the realism of moving graphics. Krist is used on crystallography to find the exact shape of a molecule using Röntgen diffraction on single crystals or powders. Rap is an implementation of the Resource Allocation Problem. It has a certain pattern in its irregularity, because each successive package represents an amount of work larger than the previous.
The evaluation of the performance of the benchmarks is done through their response time. This includes the time required by the communication between host and the devices, comprising input data and result transfer, as well as the execution time of the kernel itself. The benchmarks are executed in two scenarios, the heterogeneous system, taking advantage of the GPUs and CPU, and the baseline, that only uses one GPU. Note that in both instances, the same version of the program is run, as there is no need to modify the source or recompile, only set environment variables.
Based on these response times, two metrics are analysed. The first is the speedup for each benchmark when comparing the baseline and the heterogeneous system response times. Note that, for the employed benchamrks, the CPU is much less powerful than the GPUs, then the maximum achievable speedup using the three devices is not 3, but a fraction over 2 which depends on the computing power of the CPU for the application. The speedup for each application using a perfectly balanced work distribution is shown in Table I . These values give an idea of the advantage of using the complete system. The second metric is the load balancing efficiency, obtained by dividing the reached speedup by the maximum speedup, shown in Table I . The obtained value ranges between 0 and 1 giving an idea of the usage of the heterogeneous system. Efficiencies close to 1 indicate the best usage of the system is being made. The measured values do not reach this ideal because of the communication and synchronisation times between the host and the devices.
The energy consumption is measured with an in-house developed tool that access the different hardware counters of the devices. For the CPU it uses the Running Average Power Limit (RAPL) registers. And for the NVIDIA GPUs, it takes advantage of the NVIDIA Management Library (NVML).
The performance and the energy consumption can be combined in a single metric representing the energy efficiency of the system. This paper uses the Energy Delay Product (EDP) [5] for this purpose. Figure 5 shows the speedup obtained for each application calculated with respect to their execution time using baseline system, as was explained above. The results for the regular applications show that, as expected, the best option is the Static algorithm. The other two algorithms achieve good results, however suffer from a problem that hurts performance. If one of the last packages is assigned to the slowest device it will delay the execution of the whole application. This problem could be avoided by increasing the number of packages, but in that case overheads come into play and degrade performance too. The HGuided algorithm due to its very nature, partially solves this issue. In the case of the irregular applications, the Static algorithm fails to balance the load. This is a consequence of the behavior of these applications, with work-groups representing different execution times. The Dynamic and HGuided methods manage to balance the load more adequately, with the latter outperforming the former and achieving really good results.
B. Experimental results
The load balancing efficiency gives an idea of how well a load is balanced. A value of one represents that all the devices have been working all the time, thus achieving the maximum speedup. As the Figure 6 shows, there is at least one load balancing algorithm for every application that achieves an efficiency over 0.85. This is true even for the irregular applications, in which obtaining a balanced work distribution is significantly harder. In general it can be said that the efficiency can be largely improved, for instance it can be as high as 0.98, reached by Binomial and Perlin with the Static.
Nowadays, performance is not the only figure of merit used to evaluate computing systems. Their energy consumption and efficiency are also very important. Figure 7 gives an idea of the energy saving that comes through the usage of the whole heterogeneous system, instead of the baseline system that only uses the GPU while the other devices are idle, but still consuming. Therefore, the Figure shows for each benchmark the energy consumption of each algorithm normalised to the baseline consumption (Less is better).
The first fact worth mentioning is that, for all the benchmarks, it is possible to find an algorithm that reduces the energy consumption (The normalised energy is less than 1.) The use of more devices necessarily increases the instantaneous power at any time. But, since the total execution time is reduced, the total energy consumption is also less. This saving is further improved by the fact that idle devices still consume energy, so making all devices contribute work is beneficial.
The analysis of the algorithms shows a strong correlation between performance and energy saving. Consequently, the best algorithm for regular applications is also the Static, with an average saving of 26.5%. The saving with irregular applications is lower than with regular, around 12%, as the best algorithms is HGuided that adds communication overhead.
Another interesting metric is the energy efficiency, which combines performance with consumption. With the dual goal of low energy and fast execution in mind, the Energy Delay Product (EDP) is the product of the consumed energy and the execution time of the application. Figure 8 shows the EDP of the algorithms normalised to the EDP of the baseline.
Since the EDP is a combination of the two above metrics, the relative advantage of the different algorithms is maintained. Both, the Static algorithm on regular applications, and the HGuided on irregular, sensibly reduce the EDP measured on the baseline. This leads to an improvement of the energy efficiency of 2.9× and 2.13×, respectively. Considering all the benchmarks, the average improvement observed is 2.62×, if the best algorithm for each benchmark is selected. In some cases, the improvement can be well above these values, like in Binomial with 3.42×.
Judging by the results of all the experiments presented in this section, a set of conclusions can be reached. First, the utilization of all the devices of a heterogeneous system to execute the benchmarks significantly improves their performance, energy consumption and energy efficiency. However, it is important to choose the right load balancing algorithm to achieve these advantages.
Regarding this choice, it can be said that the Static algorithm is the best for regular applications. However, this algorithm is very sensitive to the selection of computing powers, making a calibration stage necessary to achieve the best results. The Dynamic algorithm can offer good results in some particular cases, but in general the results vary, and it is considered the less reliable algorithm. The HGuided algorithm is the best for irregular applications, and it would give the same results as Static, if it were not for the communication overhead. Meaning that it adapts well to different execution patterns, and shows always outstanding balance among the devices.
VI. RELATED WORK
Heterogeneous architectures show significant advantages in performance and energy consumption with respect to traditional systems. However, they also present the programmer with new challenges that make the use of such systems difficult. The keystones to make programming easy again are system abstraction, so the heterogeneous devices are handled transparently, and load balancing, so the resources are adequately used. Nevertheless, related as they are, these problems are often addressed separately.
To the load balancing problem, there are two main approaches found in the literature: static and dynamic.
Regarding the static, Lee et al. [6] propose the automatic modification of OpenCL code that executes on a single device, so the load is balanced among several ones. De la Lama et al. [7] propose a library that implements static load balancing by encapsulating standard OpenCL calls. In [8] the distribution is obtained with automatic code modifications. Zhong et al. [9] use performance models. These works fail to address the importance of adaptability to irregular loads.
In the dynamic approach [10] , [11] propose different techniques and runtimes. However, these focus on task distribution and not on the co-execution of a single data parallel kernel. The work of [12] deals with the dynamic distribution of TBB parallel for loops, adapting block size at each step to improve balancing. FluidicCL [13] does focus on co-execution but for systems with a CPU and a GPU. SnuCL [14] also tackles data parallelism, but is mostly centered on the distribution of the load among different nodes using an OpenCL-like library.
Kaleem's et al. proposal in [15] and Boyer's et al. in [16] use the execution time of the first packages to distribute the rest of the load and focus on integrated systems. Scogland et al. [17] also use a mixed strategy to adapt OpenMP to heterogeneous systems.
Some papers propose algorithms to distribute the workload between CPU and GPU taking performance and power into account. For instance, GreenGPU dynamically distributes work to GPU and CPU, minimizing the energy wasted on idling and waiting for the slower device [18] . To maximize energy savings while allowing marginal performance degradation, it dynamically throttles the frequencies of CPU, GPU and memory, based on their utilizations. Wang and Ren [19] propose a power-efficient load distribution method for single applications on CPU-GPU systems. The method coordinates inter-processor work distribution and frequency scaling to minimize energy consumption under a length constraint. SPARTA is a throughput-aware runtime task allocator for Heterogeneous Many Core platforms [20] . It analyzes tasks at runtime and uses the obtained information to schedule the next tasks maximizing energy-efficiency. With respect to the problem of transparently managing a heterogeneous system, Tupinamba [21] proposes a framework for OpenCL, that enables the transparent use of distributed GPUs. In this same vein, Cabezas et al. [22] present an interesting architecture-supported take on efficient, transparent data distribution among several GPUs. Nevertheless, this works overlook load balancing, which is essential when trying to make the most of several heterogeneous devices.
You [23] , Zhong [24] and Ashwin [25] do address both load balancing while abstracting the underlying system and data movement. Nevertheless, their focus is on task-parallelism instead of on the co-execution of a single data-parallel kernel. Kim et al. [26] approach the problem by implementing an OpenCL framework that provides the programmer with a view of a single device by transparently managing the memory of the devices. Their approach is based on a Static load balancing strategy, so it can not adapt to irregularity. Besides, they only consider systems with several identical GPUs, lacking the adaptability that OmpSs offers.
There are also some contributions that focus on scheduling and load balancing for OmpSs tasks. For instance, the scheduler presented in [27] is closer to the idea of co-execution. It holds several implementations of a task, targeted for different devices, that will be run iteratively. The scheduler stores the execution time of each implementation, so it can take load balancing decisions on what implementation is best to run next. However, the programmer is responsible for mapping the computation on several iterative tasks, which may not be an easy and natural approach for the application at hand.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper presents a new scheduler of the OmpSs programming model that allows to efficiently co-execute a single OpenCL kernel instance using all the devices in a heterogeneous system. Due to the different behaviour of applications, there is a need of more than one load balancing algorithms. Thus, the scheduler implements three load balancing algorithms, the well known Static and Dynamic, plus a novel algorithm taylored for hetergeneous systems called HGuided. The scheduler has been conceived so that it is fully transparent to the programmer, who only needs to select the algorithm and set its parameters through environment variables.
From the evaluation presented above, a set of conclusions can be highlighted. The use of the whole heterogeneous system is beneficial, both from the performance and the energy points of view, with at least one load balancing method. Regarding the individual algorithms, the Static is the most adequate for regular applications and when the computing power of the devices are known, as it minimises overheads. The other algorithms represent suboptimal yet good solutions for this kind of applications. In the case of irregular applications the HGuided method is the best choice. The use of Static is strongly discouraged as it may result in poor performance due to imbalance. Lastly, the Dynamic algorithm is a good all-around option when a priori information of the computing powers is not available, at the cost of more modest speedups.
The future of this extension will see compatibility with new devices, like Intel Xeon Phi, FPGAs or integrated GPUs. From the OmpSs perspective, a modification of the pragma specification would allow the programmer to select different algorithms or parameters for different kernels of the same application. It would be interesting to extend the evaluation to different systems and device configurations.
